TIP SHEET – 15 HOT TIPS FOR ENLIGHTENMENT – MANIFESTATION – TANTRIC SEX – TIP SHEET
Ramaji & Ananda Devi are “Twin Flame No B.S. Spiritual Teachers of Be It All & Have It All!”
More than 400 people have spiritually awakened via their revolutionary RASA TM spiritual blessing!
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Ramaji and Ananda Devi are spiritual teachers of non-duality based in San Diego.
15 AMAZING HOT TIPS FOR ENLIGHTENMENT, MANIFESTATION AND TANTRIC SEX

5 HOT TIPS FOR Meditation – Spiritual Awakening – Enlightenment – Inner Peace Now

1. There is nothing wrong with right now unless you think there is.
2. THIS IS IT! Enlightenment means you are totally here now with what is. You are enlightened NOW!
3. Pick 2 points in space in front of you. Focus on one... then the other. Now look into the space between
them. Your brain will automatically relax and reboot resulting in instant peace in the natural state.
4. Enlightenment means you live from your Big Self, not your small self.
Hint: You are your Big Self right now! Living in your Big Self leads to richness, fullness &wholeness!
5. Inner peace is the result of letting go of your ongoing unconscious conflict with yourself.
Love and approve of EVERYTHING that arises in you in each moment no matter what it is.
You don't need to act on it. You just internally APPROVE of it just as it is... INSTANT INNER PEACE!

5 HOT TIPS FOR Law of Attraction – Awakened Manifestation – Enlightened Abundance
1. You are ALREADY good at manifestation because EVERYTHING in your life was manifested by you!
2. Awakened manifestation is based on the recognition that the entire power of the universe is at work
in your life in each and every moment. Appreciate it. Have massive gratitude. Each moment is a GIFT!
3. The most effective step you can take to quickly manifest what you want is to know EXACTLY what you
want! Just imagine if you went to a restaurant and ordered from the menu... but you kept changing
your order with the waitress. You would never get your meal! Place your order! Know it's coming!
4. To have what you want... want what you have! Go from “not having” to feeling “I have what I want!”
5. Have you noticed that you don't think much about the areas that already work in your life? It's the
areas that you are always thinking about that need correction. Identify the negative limiting beliefs
that are UNDERNEATH those thoughts. See how they are manifesting in your life. Spell them out and
confront them. Know the precise words. Write them down on a piece of paper and BURN them!

5 HOT TIPS FOR Tantric Sex – Relationships – Soul Mates – Twin Flames – True Love

1. Life asks us to choose between love and fear. Most people are afraid of love. Tantra teaches embrace
life, embrace love, embrace each moment as if it is your incredible lover. Tantra is conscious fusion of
sex, love and oneness. Tantra sex is totally letting go and melting into oneness with the universe
during your sexual orgasm. Hot heart-felt sex with total letting go and deep melting = TANTRA!
2. Open your heart (heart center) by breathing in through YOUR BACK. Take a really deep breath and
notice the spot where you feel your shoulder blades stretch. Breathe in love through the area between
them. This secret opens an UNLIMITED flow of love into your life! This secret will CHANGE your life!
3. Here are 5 secrets to great sex: (1) Know exactly what you want your lover to do in order to make you
feel incredible sexual joy and whole body ecstasy. (2) Ask your lover to give this to you. (3) Ask your
lover what exactly they would like you to do for them. (4) Give it to them. (5) Great sex requires
vulnerability, openness and honesty. Talk to each other often. Tell the truth! Praise each other daily!
4. Our intimate relationships are a direct reflection of what we deep down feel we deserve from others.
5. Yes there are soul mates and twin flames... but the romance is just the beginning. Relationships are
the top way for you to get feedback about your BLIND SPOTS that you cannot see by yourself. Your
partner knows you better than anyone else. Welcome their feedback. They are your precious MIRROR!

